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Police plan crackdown in Five Points
Loitering, underage drinking district early Sunday morning
Their main focus? Underage
targeted after violent weekend weren’t the first Scott has seen and excessive drinking.
Thad Moore

TMOORE@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Five Points saw a violent
weekend, with shots fired and
punches thrown, and Randy
Scott is none too surprised.
“ I w a s d i s t u r b e d ,” t h e
Columbia police chief said after
a long pause, “but I’m no longer
surprised. Two years in, I’m no
longer surprised.”
T he t wo a s sau lt s a nd a
robber y in t he hospitalit y

there, but now, Columbia police
are planning to crack down, he
said.
Over the last few weeks,
Scott said, t he department
has sent officers to patrol the
neighborhoods surrounding
Five Points, but effective next
weekend, those efforts are over.
Doing so diffused the police
presence in Five Points, which
made criminals feel comfortable
there, he said, so now cops
will only focus on the district
proper.

Scott said there wasn’t an
indication that the weekend’s
three most prominent crimes
in Five Points were tied to
gang activity. Instead, the only
common denominator police
have found between them so far
is drinking.
The department is taking a
“no tolerance” policy on crime
— including underage drinking
— and while he said officers
won’t be out to get students,
complaints of excessive police
POLICE ● 2
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Police Chief Randy Scott announces new safety efforts in Five Points.

Change coming

Requests soar,
funding inches
at disability oﬃce
USC’s services lag behind
other conference schools’
Mac DeRose

NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Naturalist discusses annual
metamorphosis of fall season
Sarah Ellis & Allison Sansone
NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Spencer Scott / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

e at h , l i f e , c h a n g e a n d
u rgenc y were rec u r r i ng
t heme s i n USC’s
Nat u ralist-in-Residence
Rudy Mancke’s annual fall lecture,
“The Nature of Things,” delivered
Tuesday afternoon on the Horseshoe.
Groups of young children joined
community members of all ages on
the lawn in front of the McKissick
Museum to hear Mancke’s lecture on
the changes that take place in the fall
season, bringing with them picnic
snacks and a curiosity about nature,
though fall was just barely evident on
the warm afternoon.
“My grandmother ... was convinced
that in the state of South Carolina,
there are only two seasons,” Mancke
said. “There was the hot one, which
she could not stand ... and then there
was the cold one, which she could
not stand ... She said, ‘I live for the
edges.’
“This is the time of year when
there’s an urgency in the natural

D

world. I love t he ‘edges’ (of t he
seasons).”
Mancke spoke on seasonal topics
that included the colors of fall and
the migration of some species.
While noting the turning leaves
and emerging yellow hues in nature
— “Isn’t yellow the color of fall?”
he said — he paused to point out
a bright yellow cloudless sulphur
butterfly that flew by the audience,
as if on cue.
“Th ings are cha ng ing; life is
running out for a lot of species,”
Mancke said. “There’s an urgency
that’s going on here that’s really
pretty amazing.”
He repeatedly talked about how all
things fit in with the world and are
connected to one another.
“Nature’s pretty neat, isn’t she?
If something works in the natural
world, it sur v ives. If somet hing
doesn’t work, what happens? It gets
Erin Burke / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
recycled into something that does Naturalist Rudy Mancke teaches kids
FALL ● 2
and adults about the nature of change.

Socialist candidate challenges US politics

Matthew DeMarco / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
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Following a tour of Germany, England
and Sri Lanka , as part of a nationwide
tour, Jerry White, the Socialist Equality
Party’s presidential candidate spoke on
campus Tuesday evening to an audience
of around 25.
White urged listeners not to be deceived
by the politics of the Democratic and
Republican parties, both of which, he
argued, are preparing to implement deep
cuts in education, health care and social
services.
His talk, entitled “The 2012 Election
and the Failure of Capitalism,” stridently
asserted that America is no longer the
“land of the middle class” but is instead
gripped by class struggle.
W hite appealed to yout h and t he
working class and encouraged them to
unite and vote against the two major
parties.
Perhaps unexpected was the scathing

at t ac k W h it e le vele d a g a i n s t t he
Democrats.
For W hite, there is no difference
between the Democratic and Republican
parties; both are in the pockets of a
“parasitic financial elite,” White said.
In fact, White said that the Democratic
Party is worse for what he suggested is
its concealment of a de facto capitalistic
agenda.
The party, he said, has “repackaged
imperial politics as identity politics.”
That, he arg ued, ignores what he
described as the worsening conditions of
the American and international working
classes.
Read more about White’s talk on campus
— and his views on what he describes as
the undemocratic nature of American
politics — online at dailygamecock.com.
— Compiled by Jenni Beckwith

USC’s Office of Student Disabilities
Services has received hundreds of requests
to proctor tests over the last two years,
but it may not be well-suited to handle
them.
Such request s have increased by
333 percent since 2010, up to 1,222,
according to Stacey Bradley, Student
A ffairs’ associate vice president for
administration.
The increase helped the office pull
down a $60,000 budget increase, so it
could add an office coordinator, its sixth
full-time employee. It also employs three
full-time graduate assistants and one
temporary employee.
The office coordinator role, which
hasn’t been filled yet, will also proctor
tests, said Karen Pettus, the office’s
director, but Pett us said her off ice
needed a dedicated position to handle the
requests.
“We would have liked to add a second
new position to serve as a full-time test
proctor, but I am still happy we will
at least be able to add one new office
coordinator to our staff,” Pettus said.
Ot her Sout heaster n Conference
schools have dedicated test proctors; many
of them, like Louisiana State University
and the University of Georgia, didn’t
see a similar increase in test proctoring
requests over the same time period,
representatives of those schools’ offices
said.
Pettus theorized that budget cuts set
USC apart, as funding fell for graduate
teaching assistants in some departments.
Prior to the cuts, TAs proctored tests
themselves, rather than sending students
to the Office of Student Disabilities,
Pettus said.
But USC’s payroll department reported
that the total number of TAs at the
university actually increased from 2010 to
2012, from 173 to 231.
“W hen we noticed the significant
increases in numbers, we asked faculty
why they were sending more students
to test with us,” Pettus said. “What we
heard from faculty in several departments
was that they no longer had teaching
assistants ... so they needed the students
to come here to test.
“This trend toward fewer TAs may be
in certain departments but not across the
board.”
U S C k e e p s TA r e c o r d s a t a
departmental level, and only compiled a
total for the whole university after The
Daily Gamecock filed a Freedom of
Information Act request.
The Office of Student Disabilities
appears out matched by ot her SEC
universities in broader terms, too.
The off ice meets minimum
DISABILITY ● 2

The Lovecrafts

Voter ID laws

Silent treatment

Two USC graduates
bring their power
pop sound to New
Brookland Tavern
tonight.

Columnist Aaron
McDuffie says
South Carolina voter
identification laws
are unnecessary and
harmful.
See page 4

After not answering
questions in consecutive sessions with
the media, coach
Steve Spurrier broke
the silence.
See page 10

See page 5
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POLICE ● Continued from 1
presence are nothing new.
“Now, those won’t bother
me,” Scott said.
Colu mbia pol ice sent
22 officers to Five Points
Saturday night, he said, and
while this weekend won’t see
so many since there isn’t a
USC home football game ,
they’ll be there in the force
for the Georgia game.
Sending more off icers
there won’t distract from
crime elsewhere in the city,
Scott said, since the police
who pat rol t he area are
part of a special task force,
brought in on overtime. So
far this year, the department
has dropped $90,000 on
overtime pay to cover Five
Points, he said.
They’ll send around 40
officers the weekend of the
Georgia contest , as they
anticipate larger-than-usual
crowds.
Night games, he said,
generally make for more
eventful nights than their
earlier counterparts, since
fans usually start drinking
later in the day, and they let
out around 11 p.m. — prime
time for a district frequented
by students “to get drunk.”
USC police will probably
beef up their ranks that
night, too, said Capt. Eric
Grabski , a spokesman for
the USC Division of Law
Enforcement and Safety.
Off icers from the
university don’t patrol Five
Points directly, Grabski said,
but will respond to calls for
backup or incidents that
might involve students.
A s t he G eorg ia ga me
approaches, USC will likely
have its crime suppression
unit and more officers, with
overlapping shifts, at the
ready, Grabski said.
As for Columbia’s cops,
they’ll be taking a harder line
on otherwise underenforced
laws, Scott said.
Police plan to crack down
on loitering, cruising and
t a k i ng open cont a i ners
outside bars.

Officers had been lenient
when pat rons stepped
outside for a smoke with
their drinks, but they’ll be
taking a harder line when
they come out from private
establishments.
“Once you step past the
awning, you’re mine,” Scott
said.
Cit y Council, he said,
is also likely to look at
reworking its loitering law
to be more enforceable and
at reconsidering a 2 a.m. bar
closing.
Doing so, he hopes, will
prevent incidents where
they’re most common, on
the street corners where
revelers congregate,
especially near the Pour
House and Grilled Teriyaki,
Scott said.
Otherwise, Scott said he
wouldn’t be surprised if the
department sends canine
units to Five Points, and he’d
be “in love” if he could get a
few motorcycles patrolling
there, too.
Columbia police is
also likely to see a more
prominent presence in the
area soon, he said, since the
department has gotten a
lease for a space above the
Food Lion on Harden Street
for $1 a year. At present, it
maintains a substation just
up Devine Street.
Scot t has also started
meeting with sororities on
campus to educate them on
drinking and violence, he
said, since students are the
most frequent visitors to the
district.
The increased ef fort s
r e c a l l t h e c i t y ’s 2 011
response to t he beat ing
of Carter Strange in Five
Points.
T he c it y e s t abl i s he d
a youth curfew, and cit y
police, Scott said, established
a no-nonsense tone when it
came to crime nearby.
“It’s time to set that tone
again,” he said.
Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/news

DISABILITY ● Continued from 1
accommodation requirements required by laws
such as the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of
1973, Pettus said, but representatives of UGA’s
and LSU’s offices said they tend to exceed those
requirements, success they attributed to support
from their administrations.
“We feel we exceed the requirements of [Section
504 and ADA] very well,” said Stacia Moses, a
program specialist in LSU’s Office of Disability
Services. “We have no trouble getting funds.
Our office is one of the example offices in the
conference. Students never complain about
accommodations.”
LSU has seven full-time employees, three
graduate assistants and 12 student workers in its
Office of Student Disabilities.

At UGA, the Disability Resource Center has
had good administrative support and generally
surpasses federal requirements, said Amanda
Hales, a representative of UGA’s Disabilit y
Resource Center.
“Administrative support has always been positive,
and we feel like we exceed the requirements of
Section 504 and ADA,” Hales said. “We try really
hard, and when we have issues with funding we rely
on fundraising, especially donations from alumni.”
UGA’s office has 17 full-time employees, 20 fulltime test proctors and more than 100 paid student
workers, who mainly take notes for students who
require that accommodation, according to Hales.
USC lacks such paid note-takers, Pettus said,
though unpaid volunteers do fill that role.
Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/news

FALL ● Cont. from 1
work,” Mancke said.
Recognized by
t he Sout h Carolina
Humanities Council
earlier this month for
his efforts promoting
children’s literacy in
t he s t at e , M a nc k e
held t he interest of
t he c rowd’s you ng
members.
“I think that
curiosity that
they’ve got is innate.
Ever yone’s c u r ious
a b o u t t h e w o r l d ,”
Mancke said after the
lect u re. “So seeing
little ones and having
t hem take part and
having them give you
a little folded up leaf
with a seed in it as a
gift, those are little
treasures.”
M a nc k e de l i v e r s
seasonal lect u res
throughout the
year in addit ion
to teaching the
undergraduate course,
“Natural History of
S o u t h C a r o l i n a ,”
a nd t he g raduate
course, “Seminar
i n E n v i r o n m e nt a l
Studies: Reinventing
the Naturalist.”
Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/
news

Nature’s
pretty neat,
isn’t she? If
something works
in the natural
world, it survives.
If something
doesn’t work,
what happens? It
gets recycled into
something that
does work.”
—Rudy Mancke

Erin Burke / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
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Underage drinking
not cause of violence
Crime around Columbia has been out
of control lately, and this weekend was
no exception. After two assaults and one
shooting incident that occurred in Five
Points Saturday and Sunday, the police
have decided, yet again, it’s time for a hard
crackdown.
According to Columbia police Chief
Randy Scott, this round will center around
three main factors: loitering on the streets,
open containers
outside of bars
“There is a
and, last but not
slim chance
least, underage
underage
drinking. And,
of course, police
drinkers are
presence in
the guilty ones.
Five Points will
a lso i nc rea se,
Focusing on
eradicating them ra tet ednut i co ni no ng
would only serve s u r r o u n d i n g
neighborhoods.
to detract from
T hou gh none
the main goal.”
of the suspects
of the incidents
have been caught yet, the Columbia police
believe these focuses will help reduce crime.
Police presence is definitely needed in
Five Points, and as unpopular as they will
be, the loitering and open-container policy
crackdowns may help curb crime as well.
But underage drinkers should not be the
main target of the Columbia police this time
around. Certainly, underage drinking is a
problem in our culture, and it is something
police have addressed many times before.
While we do understand covering more
ground is important when causes of crime are
uncertain, there is a slim chance underage
drinkers are the guilty ones. Focusing even
more attention on eradicating underage
drinkers would only serve to detract from
what should be the main goal of the police
— to protect citizens from danger.
We appreciate the efforts to help keep
our community safe, but perhaps it is more
important for police to be present to catch
perpetrators when crime does occur instead
of scouring the bars for drunk freshmen.

4

Voter ID laws harmful, unnecessary
Restrictions alienate
poor, elderly, minorities
He r e i n t he s t at e of S out h
Carolina, we have unfortunately
show n we are t y pically not
on the forefront when it comes
to mea n i ng f u l d isc u s sion s on
issues like race and class. As the
current president ial elect ion is
fast approach i ng,
we will need to
conf ront t hese, and
ot her issue s, headon , p a r t ic u l a rly i n
response to voter
identification laws.
Voter identification
Aaron
laws
are exactly what
McDuffie
they
sound like; they
First-year
political science are a legal requirement
student
undertaken by state
government to insure
the identification of its citizens
who vote , usually in the form of
a government-issued photo ID.
While this seems innocuous, and
even a no-brainer at fi rst, we need
to take a good hard look at impact
t hese laws ca n have on vot i ng
t u r nout . Un f or t u n at el y, l aw s
such as these have been proved to
have disproportionate effects on
certain segments of the American
population: the poor, the elderly
and minorities.
The t hree populat ion groups
above share a u n ique factor in
com mon — t he y a re t he one s
that will most likely be impacted
by new voting laws in states like
South Carolina. Due to our often
combative history involving the
disenfranchisement of minorities’
voting rights, any laws that deal

with voting need to be approved
by a higher body. Opponents of the
new law argue it will make voting
more of a burden, reducing the
t urnout of various groups. Not
on ly do t hese g roups lack t he
proper identification required but
the means and ability to do so, they
say.
Now I know this may seem hard
to imagine, but there are many
people out there who go through
life without some sort of common
government identification. There
are those few holdouts who never
seem to get a driver’s license. Add
that to the fact that only one-third
of Americans have passports, and it
shows it’s shockingly easy for one
to go without a common form of
“official” ID throughout much of
their lives.
The act of just goi ng out to
just get a gover n ment I D isn’t
so simple either. Think back to
t he incredibly long lines at t he
DM V or the ridiculous amount
of paperwork and prior research it
required. There are very few quick
and easy ways for one to secure an
official government ID these days,
which is something we as a nation
need to recognize.
Voter ID laws, while perhaps an
issue we need to address down the
road, are unnecessary and a misuse
of ou r t i me r ight now. W h i le
concer n s about voter sec u r it y
should always be given the proper
attention, the act ual amount of
voter f raud has been show n to
be eit her ex t remely l im ited to
nonexistent. In implementing voter
ID laws, we need to make sure
doing so reflects an actual need.

There is a saying that claims
“actions speak louder than words,”
and when you compare words
President Barack Obama has
spoken against his actions, there
are contradictions. On Sept. 11,
2012, American embassies were
attacked in Libya and Eg ypt,
costing many American lives.
The brutal death of a U.S.
ambassador, the tearing down
and burning of the
American flag and
ot her at tack s on
American missions
across the Middle
E a st el ic ited a n
embarrassing
Lauren
response from our
Luxenburg president Monday.
Fourth-year
On “60 Minutes,”
political science
Obama described
student
t he at tack s as
“bumps in the road.” In no way
are the continual uprisings in the
Middle East and Africa simply
“bumps in the road,” and the
president has failed to give what’s
happening in foreign countries
the attention it deserves.
Again, he showed a lack of
initiative concerning foreign
policies when he decided against
one-on-one meetings with several
of the world’s influential leaders.
While he did attend the annual
meeting of the United Nations
General Assembly, the president
let Secretary of State Hillary
Clinton do the grunt work.
Robert Gibbs, one of Obama’s
campaign advisers, told Chris
Wallace on Fox News Sunday that
the president doesn’t need to meet
face-to-face with world leaders
because “they have telephones in
the White House.”
These are only two examples
from a series of actions through
t he years of t he Obama
administration. If our president
has time to mingle with Jay-Z
and Beyonce, then he should be
able to find the time to maintain
friendships with foreign countries
necessary for America’s future.

Occupy movement stalemates, doomed to fail
Failure to change game plan, continued
disorderly conduct hurts legitimacy
Occupy Wall St reet celebrated its one-year
anniversary last Monday, with thousands showing
up to protest the streets of the New York fi nancial
district. The movement, influenced by an Adbusters
campaign last year, has returned in hopes that this
time something substantial will actually happen,
instead of just creating hundreds of streetside
conf licts. Not much has changed since last year,
though, with more than 100 arrests occurring Sept.
17. The Occupy movement took the U.S. by storm
last year, encouraging protests in major cities across
the nation. Questions about police brutality arose, as
well as questions about the overall efficiency of the
movement.
After a winter and spring hiatus, the 99 percent is
back at it again. But this time, doubts linger in the
polluted NYC air. It seems as if the movement is
continuing further into another stalemate. While it

has done its job of creating awareness about financial
corruption, lack of solidarity and economic decline,
the movement continues to disrupt New York
City and pose a threat for innocent
passersby. Occupy was originally a great
idea, and it had a great backbone, but
it isn’t working. The protest cannot be
taken seriously if hundreds are arrested
every day for acting like animals in
the street. That’s not the way protests
should work in America. As it stands,
Kenny
Occupy has done nothing to help the
Clarke
issue of disorderly conduct — one of
Second-year
the major problems of the movement.
journalism
The organization has, without a doubt,
student
a clear mot ive, tons of supporters
and widespread exposure. But without the ability
to control the protesters, Occupy will likely be
unsuccessful.
As many Americans would agree, Occupy is past
its prime. The movement has improved essentially
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nothing and will likely continue to fail if the protests
continue in the same manner. Occupy has now begun
to appear more as a whiny plea rather than a pivotal
part of history. Instead of making change, it instead
shows to the rest of the world how much we distrust
our government and how incapable the American
people are at making our own “change.” If anything,
it is portraying our country negatively.
The movement could have been very successful
had the tactics been carried out differently. Instead of
just waiting for the cold weather to pass, the leaders
of Occupy could have made big changes by adding
refreshing new ideas and different tactics. Or perhaps
this go-around, Occupy just had poor timing. The
one-year anniversary arrives at a highly stressful
time for our country: the same week of a devastating
blow to the Mitt Romney presidential campaign and
the release of a religiously biased video. Regardless,
Occupiers have done nothing new and yet still expect
to captivate the world. Instead, Occupy has become
its own worst enemy.

in length and include the author’s name,
year in school and area of study.
We also invite student leaders and
USC faculty members to submit guest
colu m ns. Colu m n ist s shou ld keep
submissions to about 500 words in
length and include the author’s name
and position.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense submissions for length
and clarity, or not publish at all.
All submissions become the property
of The Daily Gamecock and must
conform to the legal standards of USC
Student Media.

CORRECTIONS
A cutline in Tuesday’s edition misidentifi ed the subject
of a photograph on page 2. The speaker shown is Craig
Kridel, the curator of the Museum of Education. The Daily
Gamecock regrets the error.
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USC alumni bring power pop
to New Brookland Tavern
Kristyn Winch

KWINCH@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

he boys are back in town.
B e n j i M c K a y, a 2 0 01
USC media arts graduate,
a nd Ty ler C o ok , a 20 0 6
USC history graduate, are
bringing the sounds of their powerpop group, the Lovecrafts, to New
Brookland Tavern tonight. The band
shares the stage with Holly wood, a
rock band from Swansea, S.C.
T he Lovec raf t s, who have been
making music in some form since 2001,
will release a new EP titled “Seriously?”
later this fall.
The band features McKay on guitar,
Cook on keyboards and saxophone,
Lloyd Owens on bass and “Nilla” on
drums. All four members take turns on
vocals.
Mc K ay a nd C o ok b ot h b e c a me
interested in music through family
m e m b e r s . M c K a y ’s b r o t h e r i s a
musician in Athens, Ga., and Cook,
who played in the marching band while
at USC, took piano lessons from his
aunt in the fourth grade, though his
real love of music blossomed in middle
school.
“I n t he sevent h g rade, I st ar ted
band,” Cook said. “The tenor sax just
captured my imagination.”
Listeners of ten t h ink of t he
Lovecrafts as a punk band because the
group’s volume is high, but members
say that’s not the case.
“Take Rick Springfield and turn him
up to 27,” McKay said. “We’re a pop
band that’s really loud.”
The new EP is called “Seriously?”
in response to listeners who called
the band’s previous album “stupid,”
according to McKay.
“It’s a remarkable departure from the
fi rst album,” McKay said. “These are
songs that people will mistake as being
serious songs.”
Cook is a fan of all of the band’s new
songs, but particularly enjoys playing
“Dance Yourself to Hell” because “it’s
most like our previous stuff ... like a
rock disco song,” and “Micah (Scrawny

T

Photos courtesy of The Lovecrafts

The Lovecrafts, which features two former USC students, is releasing a new EP
titled “Seriously?” this fall. The band will play at New Brookland Tavern tonight.

White Girl),” which Cook said is “the
on ly over t ly comed ic song on t he
album.”
“Our music, lyrically, has gotten a lot
cleaner,” Cook said.
The Lovecraf t s are cha ng ing
musically, too.
“We’re going in more of a pop-rock
direction,” Cook said.
The band is also at work on a selfproduced documentary.
“We are fi lming pretty much more
than you’d want to see,” McKay said.
“Every time we get together, we have
the cameras on.”
But McKay said the fi lm doesn’t try
to play out like a “Behind the Music”
episode.
“It’s more than just about the band;
it’s about the relationships bet ween
t he fou r of u s becau se we’re fou r
remarkably different people, and you
can relate to at least one of us,” McKay
said.
Cook put together the band’s set list
for tonight’s show and said it’s packed
with tracks from the upcoming EP.
“I’m prett y sure I got all the new
songs in there,” Cook said.
The band w ill be play ing in t he
W USC 90.5 FM st ud io somet i me
i n ea rly O c tob er a nd m ay pl ay a
“butchering Bowie” set of David Bowie
covers on Halloween.
Cook also just won t he People’s
C hoic e P r i z e f r o m t he A r t s v i l le
Song writ ing Compet it ion wit h his
original t rack coincidentally t it led
“Contest Winner.”
“ I g ue s s it wa s a sel f-f u l f i l l i ng
prophecy,” Cook said.
The band’s New Brookland Tavern
show starts at 8 p.m. on Wednesday.
Tickets are $5 for patrons over 21 and
$8 for the under-21 crowd.

Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/mix

‘Dredd’ packs gore, special effects
New action film draws inspiration
from Sylvester Stallone original
Tyler Simpson

TSIMPSON@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

“Dredd”
NOW IN THEATERS

Director: Pete Travis
Starring: Karl Urban, Olivia Thirlby,
Lena Headey
Rating: R for strong bloody violence,
drug use, language and some sexual
content
Movies like “Dredd” are not for people with weak
stomachs.
It’s one of those films that revels in gory, graphic
violence so much that it doesn’t take five minutes to
settle into the plot before we see an incendiary bullet

melt a junkie’s brain from inside his skull.
This type of violence should avert the eyes of the
average viewer, but “Dredd” has a way of presenting it
in a visually mesmerizing way, much better than how
the original film, 1995’s “Judge Dredd” with Sylvester
Stallone, turned out. Though it contains action and
effects that lose their appeal with time, “Dredd” is still
surprisingly better than expected thanks to its stylish
presentation.
Replacing Stallone as Dredd is Karl Urban, the
same actor who played Dr. Leonard “Bones” McCoy
in the latest “Star Trek” film — although viewers
probably wouldn’t know that until the ending credits
since Dredd has a helmet on for the entire film.
Urban’s role is like a cross between Christian Bale’s
Batman and Tom Hardy’s Bane: Urban speaks in
a throaty growl while the use of the helmet raises
the question of whether this can be called a full
performance.
“Dredd” takes place in a dystopian society where
people live in a vast metropolis called Mega City One,
and the only people upholding the law are supercops
called “judges.” Dredd takes the new psychic rookie,
Anderson (Olivia Thirlby), on a pass-or-fail mission
to decide if she’s judge material, only for the movie to
go into “The Raid: Redemption” mode when they’re

eventually trapped in a 200-story housing project
known as Peach Trees.
Out to get these two judges is a vicious drug lord
known as Ma-Ma (Lena Headey), whom Dredd is
determined to bring to justice. It’s the story of an
unstoppable force meeting an immovable object as
DREDD ● 8

Courtesy of beyondhollywood.com
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Rick Ross, Wale, Meek Mill to bring hip-hop to Colonial Life Arena
“Famously Hot” Columbia is about
to get even hotter this November
when three of hip-hop’s biggest acts
roll into the capital city.
Maybach Music Group (MMG),
the rap trifecta made up of Rick Ross,
Meek Mill and Wale , announced a
fall arena tour this week with stops
at college campuses a nd arenas,
i nc lud i ng a d ate at C olu mbia’s
Colonial Life A rena on Nov. 13.
The musicians will be joined by DJ
Scream and up-and-comer Machine
Gun Kelly will serve as show-opener
for all tour dates.
The tour comes hot on the heels
of three new MMG releases: MMG’s
June 26 compilat ion album “Self
Made, Vol. 2 ” feat uring “Bag of
Money” by Ross and T-Pain as well as
tracks by Roscoe Dash, Nas, Kendrick
Lamar and Wiz Khalifa; Ross’ new
album “God Forgives, I Don’t,” which
hit stores July 31; and Meek Mill’s
“Dreams and Nightmares,” which
comes out Oct. 30.

Tickets for the Colonial Life Arena
show go on sale Friday at 10 a.m .
There are three price levels: $39.75
for center balcony seats , $49.75 for
back center lower-bowl and left and
right upper-deck seats and $69.75 for
left and right side lower-bowl and
floor seats.
A $10 d i s c ou nt f or s t ude nt s ,
faculty and staff is available at the
box office Friday from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. with valid school or university
identification. The discount is only
available during that time for two
tickets and applies to seats in all
sections.
The Nov. 13 show starts at 7:30
p.m. Doors will open an hour prior to
showtime.
For more information on the show,
visit coloniallifearena.com.

Courtesy of rickrossdeeperthanrap.com

— Compiled by Kristyn Winch,
Assistant Mix Editor

Scan here to
get your app!

Courtesy of meekmilldreamteam.com

Courtesy of ralphfolarin.com
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5 people you meet in dorms
Mary Cathryn Armstrong’s
guide to campus characters
Mary Cathryn Armstrong

MARMSTRONG@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

A h, dor m life. For ma ny of us,
the days of sharing bathrooms, mini
refrigerators and even a few Four Lokos
seems like only yesterday. And for many
of you freshmen out there, this actually
was yesterday. Dorm life is a part of
the quality college experience — it is
within this sacred area of twin XL beds
and windows that slip open just enough
to toss out a few beer cans before your
resident mentor does rounds that many
USC students experience their first
three H’s: hangovers, hookups and
hibachi chicken from Grilled Teriyaki.
Each dorm at our fine university has its
own culture and reputation, but there
are a few staple characters who will take
up residence everywhere from Honors
to Bates West.

1.

The Girl Who’s
Always Studying

Thursday night at Pavlov’s? No
thanks. Tailgating on Saturday? Not
unless there’s room for her calculus
textbook next to the keg. From the
time she gets out of class to the time
she wakes up again the next morning,
this girl is permanently glued to her
MacBook , scou r i ng t he Web a nd
check ing (t hen recheck ing) ever y
syllabus from her eight-course schedule.
She is often one of the first on the floor
to pull an all-nighter, preferring to
remain holed up in the communal study
room downing Starbucks drink after
Starbucks drink until the sun rises
instead of engaging in “immature”

activities like pint night or sleeping. It
doesn’t matter the exam she’s studying
for is still a month away. Or that she
hasn’t eaten anything besides two bagels
and a frozen yogurt in the past two
days. She can sleep when the semester
ends. That’s what the whole month of
winter break is for, right?

The Guy Who Plays
an Instrument

2.

R e me mb er t he g u y w ho pl a y s
acoustic guitar on the camping trip in
the movie “Role Models”? He also lives
down the hall in your dorm. Oddly
enough, he never seems to have class,
so you can often find him sitting on his
futon, strumming along to songs you
can’t quite make out. Was that “Call
Me Maybe” or “Stairway to Heaven”?
We can never really tell. Unfortunately
for him, his efforts to sound like Dave
Matthews actually end up coming out
more like a Bee Gee who’s had one
too many cigarettes. We all know you
applied to USC as an undecided major
because you secretly think you’re going
to get discovered one day while you
“practice” on the Horsehoe, Guitar
Guy. We wish you the best, but please
close your door. Side note: This also
applies to those who play drums. And
if you play a brass instrument, please
leave that at home with Mom and Dad
or keep practice time in the School of
Music basement.

3.

The Girl Whose
Room Has Everything

While many of us consider ourselves
lucky if we get one poster to stay stuck
to the wall with that cruddy poster
putty, this chick’s room looks like a

layout from a Target advertisement.
Ev e r y t h i n g f r o m he r p ol k a d ot
bedspread to her towel /washclot h
combo matches perfectly. She also has
every gadget you could ever want to
borrow: television, mini coffee pot,
Brita water pitcher — she even has a
desk lamp. Her walls are covered with
handmade collages of all her favorite
people, places and things, and a dry
erase calendar board keeps her on track
for functions and class assignments.
In lieu of the typical college posters
(yawn) she has opted for “real” art from
the home décor section at Bed Bath
& Beyond. Her parents even sprung
for a nice shag rug and a little soap
dispenser to keep by the sink. And yes,
she does have her bed lofted with a
futon underneath — because, like, what
if she has a sleepover?

4.

The Guy Who Never
Leaves His Room

This is the guy who walks down the
hall leaving you and your dorm buddies
in a frenzy of hushed whispers asking,
“W ho is that?” “Do you remember
his name?” Unless you just happen to
pass him on your walk to class, he is
rarely, if at all, seen outside of his room.
Even his own roommate isn’t quite sure
of what to make of him. If you ever
get the golden opportunity to sneak a
peek inside his room, you’ll fi nd it to
be littered with empty Carolina Dining
cups, empty Cheetos bags and a display
of video games that would rival the
selection at the nearest GameStop. His
“get to know you” name tag on the front
door remains untouched, leaving the

question of what his favorite animal is,
let alone his major; it’s all a part of the
mystery. What will come as an even
bigger shock will be seeing him at the
Saloon next spring doing the Cupid
Shuffle.

5.

The Girl/Guy Who
Comes Home Drunk

I m ag i ne you’re woken i n t he
middle of the night by a sudden fi re
alarm. More annoyed than panicked,
you silently f ile out of t he door,
still in your Hello Kitty bathrobe,
grumbling to yourself about who’s to
blame this time. Your gut instincts
are right: It’s this person. Pulling
a fire alarm is on the lighter side
of this character’s indiscretions, as
she has mistakenly wandered naked
dow n t he hall searching for t he
toilet, k icked the water fountain
off the wall and ripped down all
the bulletin board announcements
— and that’s just this past week.
The days of the week matter naught
to this individual, as she takes full
advantage of any daily Five Points
special to quench her thirst. She’ll
yell at you in broken slurs that her
key isn’t work ing (you’ll politely
remind her that elevators don’t take
dorm room keys) and then call in a
sub from Jimmy John’s, only to fall
asleep five minutes before it gets
there. This person is Honey Boo
Boo in about 10 years and just as
entertaining, so enjoy it while you
can.
Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/mix

ITALIAN
SEPT. 29 11 AM - 10 PM • MAIN STREET
AUTHENTIC ITALIAN FOOD
pizza, subs, pepperoni rolls, salads & more
italian label wine, beer, espresso; sodas & water
gelato, homemade italian dolci (sweets)

BOCCE
2 person team

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
eurorhythms (Ital-Amer show band)
madcap fettucini brothers
chris & nick (classic rock)
costro romano
strolling accordionist & others

$25 entry fee
www.osiacolumbiasc.org
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grape stomping contest
obstacle course
giant bubble show
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The Jam RRooom Reccoording Studio
cele
lebrates 25 years!
9 bands, 2 stages
Jam Room documentary screened
at the new Nickelodeon Theater

Follow the Fest
jamroommusicfestival.com
facebook.com/jamroommusicfestival
@jamroomfest

10-mile bike ride the morning of the festival
Organized, family-friendly bike rides to the festival
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Bike valet
Food trucks
Vegetarian food options
Live music after parties at venues all over the city
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LEXINGTON MEDICAL CENTER BOX OFFICE | 855-4-LMC-TIX
TICKETS CAN BE PURCHASED WITH THE CAROLINA CARD AT THE BOX OFFICE ONLY. STUDENT DISCOUNT TICKETS
AVAILABLE ONLY ON FRIDAY 9/28 AT THE BOX OFFICE WITH VALID STUDENT ID. LIMIT 2 TICKETS PER STUDENT ID.
ALL DATES, ACTS, AND PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. SUBJECT TO APPLICABLE SERVICE FEES.

FACEBOOK.COM/LIVENATIONNCSC

TWITTER @ LIVENATIONNCSC
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DREDD ● Continued from 5
we enjoy eyes being shot out, bloody
slow-motion and even some slightly
disturbing sexuality.
Since the story also centers on a
science-fiction narcotic that makes a
junkie’s brain feel like it’s moving at 1
percent its normal speed, slow-motion
effects often bombard the film, so much
so that Zack Snyder (“300”) would drool
over it. Though these effects are the
movie’s best scenes, they also come off
as overdone and the novelty wears off
after multiple times.
But “Dredd” isn’t a complete waste of
the extra $3 for 3-D. The film is indeed
visually impressive from the opening
shot of the dystopian wasteland to the
slow-motion effects. Director Pete
Travis takes careful consideration to
setting and lighting when administering
the 3-D effects, preventing what could
have been a grim, headache-inducing
experience.
This story feels like it’s borrowed
from a video game, as it features the
protagonists moving from level to
level in the building. But that’s OK
because the action sequences are wellchoreographed and the grim setting
easily fits with the dark characters.
Being a “shoot the bad guy” kind of
movie, don’t expect anything in terms of
character development, especially with
Dredd’s emotionless yet humorously
deadpan character. The only character
who presents a hint of emotion and
development is Anderson, as we see
when she realizes that one of Ma-Ma’s
junkies she killed has a family within
the Peach Trees project. But the ending
is still a disappointing emotional payoff.
Even though he’s portraying the
estranged cousin of “Robocop,” Urban
brushes off all the silliness that came
w it h Stallone’s Judge Dredd a nd
replaces it with a gruff coolness that
fits the character much better. That

Courtesy of beyondhollywood.com

Karl Urban, star of “Dredd,” proves to be a refreshing alternative to Sylvester Stallone, who played Judge Dredd in the 1995 film.
scowling gruffness especially helps
to deliver the dark humor the film
sometimes needs.
It’s a shame the screenwriters couldn’t
pit Dredd against a more noteworthy
v i l l a i n , t hough. Su re , He ade y ’s

everyone, not even some fans within
its own genre. But in the end, “Dredd”
is just another harmless, fun film for
people who enjoy seeing bullets shot
through heads in slow-motion.

character is sadistic and psychotic, but
the story really doesn’t leave much to
the imagination when it comes to the
final confrontation. As Ma-Ma, Headey
does present some over-the-top zest,
but she also ruins the illusion that is her
character in “Game of Thrones” for
fantasy fans.
“Dredd” definitely won’t appeal to

Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/mix

DAVIS LAW FIRM
Steve C. Davis

Steve Christoper Davis II

Attorneys-at-Law

Over 30 Years Combined Experience

AUTO ACCIDENTS UNDERAGE DRINKING
DUI’S
DUS’S
1708 Main Street | Columbia, SC 29201

OFFICE

FAX

779-2000 1 MILE FROM USC 779-2022

@
FOLLOW US

dailygamecock

Best of luck
to OPPA
students
during the
application
and
interview
process!
We’re all
cheering for
you!

Office of Pre-Professional Advising
Sumwalt Bldg. Room 208
803-777-5581
www.sa.sc.edu/oppa

Drop-In Hours
Tues. 1 p.m.- 4 p.m.
Wed. 10 a.m. - 1 p.m.
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EMPLOYMENT
Groucho’s Deli of Irmo-Hiring
servers
Now hiring part time daytime
servers. Flexible schedule but
must be able to work weekends.
Serving experience is preferred.
Apply in person at 800 Lake
Murray Boulevard Irmo,SC 29063.
Email kevinmmajor@hotmail.com
NO NIGHTS*NO WKNDS*PT*Door
Shop Asembly,Power Tool Usage,
Cut Blinds, Pull Hardware.Heavy
Lifting Required. DRUG TEST
REQUIRED. 8.25 HR. Call between
9AM-11AM 803-256-1646. Must
bring class schedule when filling
out application.
Part-time Retail Sales Associate
Little Lambs & Ivy and Lark Gifts seasonal sales help wanted.
Sales, decor, gift wrap. Some Sat,
no Sun. 2816 Devine St.
Email:
littlelambsandivy@gmail.com

EMPLOYMENT
Afternoon Teachers
Experienced toddler teachers are
needed to work in the afternoons
from 1:00 - 5:30 at a church
preschool that is located 10 min.
from campus. Individuals must
be energetic, a team player, and
loves children. Qualified applicants
should email resume to: eds@
eastminsterpres.org or call
(803) 771-1512 for more info.
Email eds@eastminsterpres.org
CASHIER
Must be avail Mon (flex hrs) & T/
TH 11:00-3:30 or W/F 11:00-3:30.
1-2 yrs exp as cashier, wait staff
or other cust svc role. $10/hr.
Contact Neal Smoak @ 777-2104
or apply @ McCutchen House M-F
9am-3:30pm.
Email marymcdaniel@sc.edu

EMPLOYMENT
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LINE AD RATES
1st insertion: $2.50 / line
Subsequent: $1.50 / line

terrorism forces
us to make a

ADDITIONAL INFO
PT office receptionist,cheer/
gymnastics coaches, & childcare
asst wanted
Palmetto Athletic Center in is
seeking friendly, energetic people
to join our team.
Go to https://sites.google.com/
site/pacstaffsite/home-page/
Employment
Email your application to
gm.pacsc@gmail.com
Email mhmacklen@gmail.com

choice. We can be

Two line minimum
Avg. line length of 30
characters

afraid. Or
we can be ready.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available
for addt’l cost

ready
www.ready.gov

OPPORTUNITIES
$BARTENDING$, $300/Day
Potential, NO EXPERIENCE NEC.
Training Available.
800-965-6520 XT253

1-800-BE-ready

DEADLINE
Noon, 1 business day
prior to publication

Go to www.dailygamecock.com and click on “Classifieds” to place your online &/or print ads. Upload your image(s) & manage your own account in one convenient place!
*FREE ONLINE ADS! Available only to USC students, faculty & staff. Just use your sc.edu email address.
Questions or special requests, call 777-3888 • Office hours: M-F 8:30am- 5pm • Russell House, Rm. 343

PHD • JORGE CHAM

THE SCENE

TODAY
AER WITH YONAS
AND DAVID DALLAS
8 p.m. doors / 9 p.m. show,
$10 students / $15 general
5 Points Pub,
2020 Devine St.

HOROSCOPES

Aries

Leo

Sagittarius

Check t h rough t he
a r c h i v e s , m e d it a t e ,
consider all possibilities
and then begin a project.
Work on it l i ke you
really mean it. Opposites
attract. Be careful.

Gaining securit y
could mean giv ing up
somet hing. There are
even more costs to cut
that you didn’t see before.
Clear up confusion before
proceeding.

Good news comes from
far away. It’s even better
f rom a perspect ive
bigger than your own.
Cleaning house reveals
a treasure in your home.
Count your blessings.

It’s difficult to choose
bet ween work and
at tend i ng a social
event. Favor work or
do both. You discover
underly ing trut h.
Friends help you make
the connection.

Family matters vie with
work for your attention.
Work smar t ly so t hat
you have time for both.
Avoid obvious and notso-obvious distractions.
Pay a bill before buying
treats.

L et y ou r p a r t ner do
the talking to clear up
a tempora r y setback .
Fr ie nd s h a v e lot s of
great plans. Study them
carefully and add your
talents to those that call
to you the most.

Progress at work could
be a bit bumpy. Take it
as it comes to find the
opportunities. Stick to
your budget. There could
be a conflict of interests
or snags in the schedule.
Accident alert: watch out!

Show you have what it
takes, use your wits and
increase profit, even in
t he face of a possible
conf l ic t of i nterest s.
A social event spark s
passion. Opposites
attract.

Fo c u s o n de t a i l s t o
increase f inancial
productivity. Work out
bugs in a new idea. Use
gains to pay off an old
debt, not to gamble.
A conf lict in romance
could arise.

Haste makes waste (and
n icked f ingers). Keep
track of finances; you’ll
know how much to spend.
There’s good news from
far away. Keep learning,
even if it’s hard.

Learn a lot from a child.
Others may disagree on
details, but it’s not worth
the fight. Dress for success.
Love blossoms over the
next few days. An older
person shows you how.

Try not to get impatient
— t here’s st i l l t i me.
Conditions will be better
tomorrow anyway. Work
on something that will
last. Enjoy a new level of
awareness.

Taurus

Gemini

Cancer

Virgo

Libra

Scorpio

Capricorn

TODAY

TOMORROW

HOLLYWOOD, THE LOVECRAFTS
8 p.m., $5 over 21 / $8 under 21
New Brookland Tavern,
122 State St.

CAROLINA PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS:
COMEDY CENTRAL ON CAMPUS
8 p.m., free with CarolinaCard
Russell House Ballroom

LEA BERTUCCI, CHARLES DUBE, MU
7 p.m. doors / 8 p.m. show, $5
Conundrum Music Hall,
626 Meeting St.

“THE MASTER”
(3 p.m.) / 6 p.m. / 9 p.m.,
$7 students ($6 matinee) /
$8 general ($7 matinee)
Nickelodeon Theatre, 1607 Main St.
09/26/12

Aquarius

Pisces

@thegamecock

09/26/12

1 2 3 4

for 9/25/12

1 Diamond
protector
10 Agra wrap
15 A job ticket often
accompanies
one
16 Southeastern
town dubbed
“Brick City” in the
1880s
17 Deceptive
football play
18 Inveigles
19 Like arbitrators
20 Not straight up
22 Packing gp.?
23 Hairy TV cousin
24 Bonds, in a way
25 Lawyer’s thing
26 Old gun across
the pond
27 Nice way to refer
to you?
28 Some plants
31 Sit (down)
undaintily
32 Blue genre
33 Something to
believe in
34 __ ball: bad miss
in hoops
35 Had, biblically
36 Disappearing
sea
37 Places for icons,
brieﬂy
38 Olympic speed
skater __ Anton
Ohno
39 Some MDs
40 Business word
after “&,” maybe
41 It can lead to
ﬁsticuffs
42 Sister of Orestes
44 Formicidae
family member
45 S.A.’s secondlargest
country
48 Sea nymphs
49 Shooting marble
51 Like a Frisbee’s
symmetry
52 Christian __
54 Reagan attorney
general
55 “Rise ‘n’ shine!”
56 Blessed duo?
57 Common
sedimentary rock
DOWN
1 “Miracle on 34th
Street” Oscar

winner
2 One unlikely to
collaborate
3 Per __ ad Astra:
RAF motto
4 Card game for
three
5 Most pathetic
6 Certain Balkans
7 __ education
8 RFK, for threeplus
yrs.
9 Hosp. staffers
10 Mirthless
11 Words after seek
or ﬁnd
12 Champing at the
bit
13 Kind of college
14 Gradually enters
21 White House
colloquialism
25 Stagger
26 Thin apertures
28 Acting handle
29 Bafﬂes
30 Sequentially
31 Mount high
above Delphi
32 Classical
guitarist Romero
35 Mixes well with
others?
37 Quantity destined
to be burned
40 Metro gates

Solutions from 09/25/12

41 Mean
43 Cut out
44 Indian, say
45 O’Connor’s
successor
46 Out of the
sack
47 “Understand?”
50 Non-stateside
state
53 Balancing pro
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Spurrier ends
silent treatment
Lee Walker / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

South Carolina head coach Steve Spurrier said he thinks the Gamecocks are a better team than Kentucky, but if they don’t play better, then they’ll lose on Saturday.

Cornerback Auguste returns,
tailback Wilds could redshirt
Isabelle Khurshudyan

IKHURSHUDYAN@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

After not taking questions from media for two
consecutive availability sessions, USC coach Steve
Spurrier ended the silent treatment in his weekly press
conference Tuesday, addressing upcoming opponent
Kentucky.
“We generally have close games with Kentucky,”
Spurrier said. “They are struggling a bit right now.
Hopefully they will struggle one more week before
they get it turned around. They are a team that is very
capable. I think we are better than them, but if we
don’t play better than them, they can certainly beat us.
The team that usually plays the best wins the game.”
Spurrier said he doesn’t know how good the team
is because it has yet to face a squad with a winning
record, though he did concede that the SEC East
looks stronger this year than it has in years past with
South Carolina, Georgia and Florida all ranked in the
top 15. South Carolina, ranked No. 6, will play No. 5
Georgia Saturday on ESPN with a 7 p.m. kickoff.
“It looks like it has turned that way, with Florida
undefeated, Georgia and us right there,” Spurrier

said. “Tennessee was there till they played Florida
... Obviously Arkansas struggled, which they didn’t
think would happen, but there are still Alabama, LSU
over there and Mississippi State undefeated. So [the
SEC West] is in good shape. I think they have three
and we have three.”
Injury update: Spurrier said senior cornerback
Akeem Auguste has been practicing and would try
to participate in a full practice on Tuesday night.
Auguste is listed as the No. 2 cornerback behind
Jimmy Legree on the updated depth chart.
He hasn’t played this season after injuring his groin
in the preseason.
“We are very healthy,” Spurrier said. “Our trainer,
Clint Haggard, came in the other day, and I said, ‘Is
everybody ready who was ready last week?’ And he
said, ‘Yeah.’ Everybody was fine.”
Brandon Wilds: Spurrier said he would consider
redshirting sophomore tailback Brandon Wilds,
who hasn’t played yet this season because of an ankle
sprain.
“Unless somebody gets hurt, Brandon will have
another year to play, and he is all for that, which is
something that maybe hasn’t always happened around
here,” Spurrier said. “Players actually look forward to
being redshirted. They like playing for the University
of South Carolina. They like living here in Columbia,

going to college here and so forth. That is a neat thing
to have, guys (saying), ‘I am OK with redshirting,
coach.’ I think it’s very much a positive.”
Offensive line: Spurrier said he was pleased with
the offensive line’s performance against Missouri,
citing improvement in run blocking.
“(Senior center) T.J. Johnson actually had one of his
best games; we looked at the tape and figured out that
maybe he deserved a little praise for having a solid,
excellent game, and again his snaps in the shotgun so
far have really been good,” Spurrier said.
Replacement referees: Having coached in the
NFL for a brief time, Spurrier offered his opinion of
the replacement referees following a controversial call
at the end of Monday night’s game in Seattle between
the Packers and Seahawks.
“I’ve watched a little bit of that, but you know,
we’ve all had some sort of bad reffin’ during our day,”
Spurrier said. “And we’ve had some good ones, too.
For every one of those bad ones, the guy on the other
side said, ‘Maybe these replacement refs are pretty
good.’ I imagine Seattle said, ‘Man, these guys are
pretty good!’ So I guess it depends on what side you’re
on.”
Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/sports

USC gaining fall experience Cross country looking
for depth, faster pace

Men’s tennis travels to
Chattanooga Invitational

USC to compete in
Charlotte Invitational

Mario Cuadros
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Two weeks after sophomores Kyle
Koch and Thiago Pinheiro competed
in the Duke Fab Four Invitational,
the South Carolina men’s tennis team
w il l be t ravel i ng to Chat t a nooga,
Tenn., to compete in the Chattanooga
Invitational. The tournament will be
held Friday t hrough Sunday and is
expected to be an all-day event.
Koch and Pinheiro were the only two
South Carolina players who competed
in the Duke Fab Four Invitational.
Pi n hei ro was u nable to f i n ish h is
singles bracket after he pulled out of
the tournament, but he combined with
Koch to take fourth in the doubles
bracket. Koch defeated University of
Louisville sophomore Chris Simich on
the fi nal day to fi nish the tournament
with a 2-2 record that was good for third
in the consolation bracket.
“Kyle is like a thoroughbred horse
that is bucking in the gates,” said South
Carolina head coach Josh Goffi. “He’s
that competitor that needs to get a lot
of opportunities, and the earlier he gets
them the better.”
The Gamecocks fi nished last season
ranked No. 41 in the Intercollegiate
Tennis Association (ITA) rankings. The
doubles team of juniors Nick Jones and
Chip Cox begin the season as No. 4
and sophomore Andrew Adams begins
the season ranked No. 62 in the singles
category.
Adams finished last season ranked
No. 111 in the nation in singles, earning
ITA Carolina Region Rookie of the
Year honors and a spot on the SEC
All-Freshman team after leading the
team with a 28-10 overall singles record.
Adams also ranks among the program’s
top five freshmen in singles wins (4th,

Nate Hammett
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Kyle Koch finished third in a consolation
bracket at the Duke Fab Four Invitational.
28), dual-match singles wins (4th, 20) and
dual-match singles winning percentage
(5th, .769). He also ranks highly in SEC
match singles wins (5th, 6), SEC match
singles winning percentage (5th, .545)
and dual-match combined winning
percentage (4th, .725).
“I’m excited for the fall tournaments
this year because they will be great
opportunities for our players to test
themselves,” Goffi said. “Our players put
in the work to develop their games over
the summer, and now it’s time to see if
they can consolidate that into quality
wins.”
The Gamecocks do not have any
freshmen in the roster, but their top four
players include three sophomores and a
junior. Jones, Adams, Koch and Pinheiro
are all looking to become leaders this
season, and they will be looked at as
such, having gained valuable experience
early in their career.
Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/sports

South Carolina’s women’s cross
country team will travel to Charlotte
this weekend to participate in the
Charlotte Invitational at McAlpine
Park.
The Gamecocks performed well
in their last meet, the Commodore
Classic in Nashville, Tenn. Out of 24
teams in attendance, South Carolina
finished seventh overall.
“It was a good meet, not a great
meet,” said coach Stan Rosenthal.
“There were eight SEC teams, and
we only beat two, so that still puts
us — at this point — below where we
hope to end up in the SEC.
“But still, we beat every non-SEC
team but one, which was Eastern
Kentucky, and they’re a very good
team.”
Freshman Kayla Lampe fi nished
in second place w it h a t ime of
21:06.24. Senior Chelsea France also
had an impressive run, recording a
21:47.03 time.
“With Kayla, we’re going to have
one of the top — I would say — 10
runners in the SEC. And Chelsea’s
top 20 at this point,” Rosenthal said.
H o w e v e r, R o s e n t h a l n o t e d
there was a wide margin between
those two runners and the rest of
the team. If the team can close the
gap, Rosenthal said it’ll race “a lot
higher.”
“ Ever y b o d y on t he t e a m i s
training hard to improve,” he said.
He emphasized the importance of
getting to a fast start and working to
maintain those spots.

“They have to work on getting
themselves out in front and fighting
a little better,” Rosent hal said.
“They did a good job at Vanderbilt
in getting out ... We didn’t do as
good of a job as we needed to hold
on to those spots when we work to
get out.”
Rosent ha l recog n ized t he
difficulty of starting the race with
a fast pace, saying it can cause a
runner to be more tired earlier in
the race. The team will have a tough
test in Charlotte this weekend as the
Gamecocks seek to implement the
race plan.
“In Charlotte, after about 600
meters, the course narrows down and
makes a 90-degree turn to the right,
and then it stays narrow, and then
it twists and turns,” Rosenthal said.
“So it’s really hard to pass. Everyone
gets backed up because everyone that
got out fast tries to slow down.”
Charlotte’s race will also feature
some of t he best teams i n t he
Carolinas, including Clemson, Wake
Forest and East Carolina. Despite
the stiff competition, Rosenthal
believes his team is capable of
displaying a strong showing.
“There are certainly 10 teams that
are as good as us, if not better,” he
said. “We could be anywhere in the
top 10.
“The teams that can beat us are
able to put their pack in front of
our pack. So if our pack can break
them up, then we can beat those
teams because we’re better up front.
That’s really what we have to do.
The girls know that, and they’re
working hard.”
Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/sports

